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Abstract
Humanoid character animation is an essential part in many modern video games. Animating
characters is considered a graphical artists task. The pipeline for traditional key frame animation
consists of the artist setting up a character model and a skeleton. The skeleton is used to position
the character in poses which are saved into key frames. Utilizing interpolation between key
frames provides fluid motion throughout the animation clips and gives them life like visual
properties. Another approach to animating humanoid characters is procedural animation which
employs mathematical functions and methods to achieve motion.
In this thesis the authors explore a different approach which uses the basic concept of key frame
animation together with procedural animation to reduce the number of key frames needed for
an animation clip. This hybrid approach has been used in commercial video games but little
is documented regarding the differences in visual quality and performance when compared to
traditional key frame animation. Employing the hybrid solution would also relieve graphical
artists of workload which would be desirable for studios that have limited resources in that
department. To compare the two approaches the authors conducted an experiment consisting of
side by side comparisons of animation clips, which participating subjects were asked to rate based
on visual appeal. To evaluate the performance of the two approaches, both were implemented
and measured by Frames Per Second (FPS).
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Sammanfattning
Mänsklig karaktärsanimation är en väsentlig del i många moderna datorspel. Att animera
karaktärer är en uppgift för grafiker. Tillvägagångssättet för att skapa traditionella key frame
animationer består av att artisten skapar en karaktärsmodell och ett skelett. Skelettet används för
att positionera karaktären i poser som sparas ned i key frames. Genom att använda interpolation
mellan key frames skapas kontinuerliga rörelser med realistiska egenskaper. En annan teknik
för att animera mänskliga karaktärer är procedurell animation som förlitar sig på matematiska
funktioner och metoder för att uppnå rörelse.
I den här avhandlingen utforskar författarna en annan teknik som använder grundkonceptet av key
frame animation tillsammans med procedurell animation för att minska antalet key frames som
behövs för att skapa ett animationsklipp. Den hybrida tekniken har blivit använd i kommersiella
datorspel men sparsam information finns dokumenterad angående skillnader i visuell kvalité och
prestanda vid jämförelse till key frame animation. Att använda den hybrida lösningen skulle även
avlasta grafikers arbetsbörda vilket kan vara önskvärt för spelstudios som har begränsade resurser
av grafiker. För att jämföra dem två teknikerna har författarna utfört ett experiment bestående av
sida vid sida jämförelser av animationsklipp som experimentdeltagare blev ombedda att uppskatta
baserad på visuell kvalité. För att utvärdera prestandan av båda teknikerna implementerades de i
samma plattform och deras Frames Per Second (FPS) mättes.
Nyckelord: Mänsklig Karaktärsanimation, Procedurell Animation, Sida Vid Sida Jämförelse
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Nomenclature
Technical terms and definitions
SQUAD
Spherical Spline Quaternion Interpolation. The chosen interpolation technique for the hybrid
animation approach.
Key frame
A bone’s rotation and positional data of poses in an animation
Key frame increment
A term used by the authors to tell how many additional sets of key frames have been added. A
set of key frames can contain two to 16 key frames.
FPS
Frames per seconds. How many times the program manages to update each second.
Inbetweening
Procedures to calculate poses between key frames. Sometimes called tweening.
Velocity jar
Sudden and abrupt change in velocity magnitude or direction.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION
Introduction

Humanoid character animation plays a big role in modern video games, as a lot of games have
humanoid characters as essential components. They can be used as antagonists, a way to convey
emotion to the player and a way to drive the story forward among other things. The most common
approach to creating animation clips, a data set that contains information used to animate a walk
cycle or a jump, is the key frame animation approach[1]. A standard pipeline for key frame
animation can be described briefly as: an artist defines a model and a skeleton to match the
model, positions the model in poses that relate to one another and exports the animation data.
When viewing the poses shifting in the correct order it is seen as fluid motion, this is the same
illusion used in cartoon animation. The most powerful aspect of the key frame approach is the
amount of control given to the artist[2]. At any given moment in an animation clip the artist
can specify how the model should be posed. The downside of having this much control is the
required minimal work to create an animation clip. It could be desirable to reduce the production
time even at the cost of quality.
A less common approach to character animation is procedural animation. When using pure
procedural animation the graphical artists only produces the model and then the animations
are created through programming code. For instance, if the programmers desire a locomotion
animation, e.g walk cycle, they have to program each individual part of the model, such as the
legs, arms and torso. Additionally, all bones must function together while following humanoid
character bone constraints e.g knees can only bend one way. This complexity is often referred
to as degrees of freedom and is the reason why procedural animation is not ideal for animating
locomotion[3].
Procedural animation lends itself better to group behavior, secondary animation and inbetweening[4].
Group behavior is an umbrella term referring to algorithms that control groups of animated
objects e.g crowds of people, hordes of cows and school of fish. Secondary animation is a concept
that uses mathematical methods to allow an object to react to its environment; a bunny’s ears
are trailing the head as the character accelerates, an antenna of a car rocks from unevenness in
the road[5] and a human character is reacting to an impact of a falling pebble[6]. Inbetweening,
sometimes tweening, is the behavior an animation displays between set key frames. Inbetweening
is a large area and can be implemented in various different ways. The most common example of
inbetweening is interpolation, a mathematical formula to create points of data using reference
points. There are many interpolation methods with different expertise areas[1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and
no method is superior in every situation. Linear interpolation, to the best of our knowledge, is
the least complex interpolation method and the fastest computational interpolation, the backside
being that it cannot guarantee continuous velocity[9]. It is used in traditional key frame animation
and works fine despite its drawback as traditional key frame animation uses many key frames
with small interpolation segments between each frame. With segments that small it makes the
velocity jars insignificant.
In this thesis a different animation approach is implemented which uses fewer key frames than
the traditional key frame approach, reducing the work required by artists per animation clip. The
authors call this approach the hybrid animation approach because it uses elements from both
traditional key frame animation and procedural animation. It shifts a portion of the workload from
the artists to the programmers but not to the extent of what procedural animation would do. The
1

different animations require different methods to implement suiting inbetweening[5]. To enhance
the visual quality some animations use a dampened spring system, while other animations utilize
a customized interpolation between the key frames. The dampened spring effect makes the
animation overshoot the key frame, this means that the animation will exaggerate the anticipated
key frame. The interpolations used will smooth the animation, instead of going directly from key
frame A to key frame B the path taken will be more curved. Since the hybrid approach uses two
key frames, the linear interpolation will not suffice as the interpolation segments between each
frame are broad leading to velocity jars.

1.2

Background

The most common approach to animation is an artist centered and time consuming task. Every
animation that is added to a character has the same minimum time complexity and barely any
work can be recycled to save time. Game developer teams can vary in expertise and size. While
big companies will not find it difficult to hire resources to fit their needs, small independent
studios might struggle with unbalanced expertise leading to undermanning of artists. In these
studios streamlining and reducing artist work is key to making a visually pleasing game. Using
the hybrid animation approach will reduce artist work in the animation pipeline by shifting a
large portion of the work onto the programmers. The hybrid approach uses less key frames per
animation which is one of the main tasks in the artist pipeline. Some animation clips will use
the same techniques as others, leading to more value generated by animation work as it can
be recycled. The hybrid approach implemented in this project is based on a Game Developers
Conference(GDC) talk by David Rosen[5]. While the hybrid approach sounds great for small
developer teams there are two more aspects of the hybrid approach that needs to be considered:
the visual quality of the animations and the performance. To the best of the knowledge of authors,
no studies have been made to compare the visual quality and performance of the hybrid approach
to the traditional key frame approach. Using this study as reference could help developers choose
which animation approach suits them best.

1.3

Objectives

The purpose of this study is to determine whether the hybrid approach that the authors have
implemented can be considered a preferable animation approach compared to the traditional key
frame animation approach. While also examining what areas and what animation clips that the
hybrid approach lends itself best to as well as in what areas the hybrid approach struggles to keep
up with traditional key frame animation in visual quality and performance.

1.4

Delimitations

While implementing the hybrid approach one could spend an indefinite amount of time and
almost always improve visual quality. The authors had to find a cutoff point where no more
time would be spent on improving the visual quality of the animations. The point of satisfaction
varied between the different animation clips and is decided by the judgment of the authors. The
judgment was based on an approximation of the ratio between required time spent and visual
quality gain. Furthermore, the authors took into account the current visual quality as compared
to the key frame approach implementation.
To compare the animation approaches on a fair basis, a motion capture package of key frame
animation clips are used together with Unity’s[12] animation system, called Mecanim[13], as the
2

key frame animation approach implementation. The hybrid animation approach uses the same
package as a base of implementation making the comparisons as fair as possible. For example,
the walking animation of the hybrid approach uses two key frames that are originally from the
motion capture package. These two key frames are then used with the procedural methods
to complete the hybrid animation. To keep the integrity of the comparisons the same motion
capture package is used for all animation clips. This limited what clips could be implemented e.g
the motion capture package did not include a usable jumping animation which was originally
planned to be used in the project.
Four different clips were implemented using the hybrid approach: running, walking, crouching
and idling. These four clips cover the most basic animation clips that characters use in video
games. It covers locomotion with the exception of jumping and also adds an animation clip that
is more complex in terms of individual parts moving separately from each other with the idle
animation. While more animation clips would give more data and further pinpoint in what areas
of animation the hybrid animation approach excels, the line was drawn at four clips due to time
constraints.

1.5

Thesis questions
• How does the hybrid approach compare in terms of performance to the traditional key
frame animation?
• How does the hybrid approach compare in terms of visual quality to the traditional key
frame animation?

3

2
2.1

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Traditional Key Frame Animation

The traditional key frame animation approach is the industry standard of animation[1, 14]. The
workload is placed on artists and consists of making a character model, a character skeleton and
creating sets of key frame poses. The model is made of vertices to form a humanoid character
which is then mapped to a skeleton structure which consists of hierarchical bones. This way the
vertices that form the arm will be mapped to the bone representing the arm, this technique is
called skinning. The bones are positioned and rotated into poses by the animator to describe key
frames of the animation. When the model, skeleton and key frames have been created, a software
to play the animation is required. A game or animation sandbox software will store the data, step
through the key frames using timestamps, update each bones orientation and position and draw
the vertices according to their mapped bones’ orientation and position. This procedure originates
from Burtnyk and Wein’s article "Interactive skeleton techniques for enhancing motion dynamics
in key frame animation"[2]. Todays standard of 30 - 60 frames per second(FPS) would require a
lot of memory for each animation clip. For a clip that runs for one second there would have to
be at least 30 quaternions and three-dimensional vectors per bone in the characters body. To
reduce the amount of data that is needed to animate a character, spherical linear interpolation
can be used. Further key frame data reduction is a research area being explored in Alexa and
Mullgang’s article "Representing Animations by Principal Components"[14] and Guiyu Xia
et.al’s article "Keyframe Extraction for Human Motion Capture Data Based on Joint Kernel
Sparse Representation"[15]. Interpolation creates extra frames between already existing key
frames. However, these frames might not be the exact values that the animator wants. Therefore
there is a balance to how many key frames are needed to create an animation clip that upholds
a good visual quality while still minimizing the amount of memory used by the key frame
animation approach.
This approach gives the animator a lot of control as every motion is closely supervised. The high
amount of control placed on the animator brings a lot of responsibility. Since the computer only
performs the spherical linear interpolation, which is only a means to fill the gaps between key
frames, all clips have to be fully defined by the animator. The animator has to dedicate work
to all animation clips that are needed for the characters animation. Sometimes, clips are trivial
making the animation work costly for the value it brings[5]. For example, if a character should
respond to being shot by playing an animation where the character places its hand on the gun
wound, traditional key frame animation would force the animator to make several clips of the
character placing its hand on possible wound locations. The amount of work required to achieve
this behavior is significant.

2.2

Procedural Animation

Instead of controlling the character model with key frames, procedural animation uses mathematical formulas. As the character model does not have any key frames to rely upon for restriction
and behavior, it is important to program the way bones behave. Without the specific formulas
the model will not be able to stand upright, making the creation of detailed animations with
this technique tiresome[3, 4] e.g animating the reloading of a weapon would be tedious and
difficult to do. Procedural animation is more suited for when the character needs to adapt to the
environment[4]. For example, if the character gets hit by a stone, procedural animation can be
5

used to animate a recoil of the character. The recoil animation will account for the size of the
stone, velocity of the stone and point of impact. If the stone is a small pebble, the character will
not be affected as much as if it would have been hit by a larger stone.

2.3

Interpolation

Interpolation plays an important role in both procedural animation and key frame animation. There
are many interpolation techniques with different positive and negative aspects[1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
For character animation there are two aspects of interpolation that needs to be kept in mind. The
performance of an interpolation technique might have a crucial impact on the game’s performance,
especially if the game shows a lot of animated characters on screen at once. The second aspect
that needs to be considered when choosing what interpolation technique is most suited for the
animation approach is continuous animation velocity. Not every interpolation technique can
guarantee continuous angular velocity between fixation points(key frames). The velocity jars
that appear when using an interpolation technique that does not account for angular velocity can
make an animation look stiff and robotic[11].
Figure 2.1: Illustration of velocity jar. The velocity direction of the hand is abruptly
changed between two frames.

This phenomenon is easily observed in animation clips where a bone is desired to travel a long
distance back and forth from point A to point B. Consider the walking cycle for example, with
the left hand in focus. It travels from behind the back, lines up with the body and continues to the
front of the body. That motion by itself will look smooth but when the hand reaches the extend
key frame is where the velocity jar occurs. As can be seen in figure 2.1, the frame before the
hand turns will have the same velocity magnitude traveling towards the turning point as the next
frame where the hand is moving away from the turning point. The sudden velocity direction
change, inverse of the velocity vector, creates a motion that appears stiff and robotic.

2.4

Damped Spring System

A damped spring system could be added to some animation systems to remove velocity jar.
While going from one key frame to the next the spring damper system makes the animation
curve into the key frame and then oscillate around the target key frame[5]. This will make the
animation oscillate at the final pose of that animation. Mimicking the behavior of an underdamped
spring[16] and giving the character a more life like animation.
6

2.5

Inverse Kinematics

Inverse kinematics is an algorithmic method which receives a point to position a bone of a
skeleton. The algorithm adjusts connected bones, by rotation, to align in a way that the position
of the selected bone becomes the point fed in to the algorithm. There are an infinite amount of
solutions to each of the positions a bone is placed in. Since each bone in the connected bone
chain can be rotated in multiple ways to achieve the end position[17]. If one foot is placed on
an elevated point using an inverse kinematics(IK) solver without any constraints the knee joint
could bend the opposite way of what a humans knee would bend. To use inverse kinematics on a
human character a lot of constraints needs to be configured to account for: unnatural movement,
bones clipping in to the model or other bones and collisions of other objects. IK is often used in
animation where hands or feet should connect to an object e.g opening a door, climbing a ladder
or making sure that the feet are placed on the ground in slopes or uneven terrain.

2.6

David Rosens GDC Talk

The authors got the idea of the hybrid approach implementation from a GDC talk[5] by David
Rosen where David with the help of one artist created the hybrid approach and lectured about
it. The talk is called "An Indie Approach To Procedural Animation". Not everything David
talks about in the lecture is applied in this study due to the scope of the project. David creates
animations such as crouching, running, walking, jumping and rolling from two key frames each.
Many concepts discussed in the talk are used and elaborated in this study. The hybrid approach
implemented in this study is an attempt at replicating David’s work, to allow for comparisons to
traditional key frame approach.
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3

METHOD

3.1

Platform

To be able to compare the two animation approaches, both had to be implemented in code. To
minimize the amount of work needed to compare the two approaches a platform had to be chosen.
The platform had to supply support for both approaches and provide a foundation to implement
them. Unity 5[12], Unreal Engine 4[18] and Twig[19] were considered when choosing platform.
Unity and Unreal are both game engines which have good support for the traditional key frame
approach but it was unclear how well the hybrid approach would work in those engines. Twig is
a procedural animation system that does not support the key frame animation approach. Since
both approaches are based on key frames, Twig was taken out of consideration. The authors had
more experience working with Unity and the asset store gave a great key frame animation base
in form of a huge package of motion capture key frame animations. The animation approach
comparison was implemented in C# and Unity(Version 5.5.0f3).

3.2
3.2.1

Implementation
Key Frame Animation Approach

The implementation of traditional key frame approach was taken straight from Unity’s own
tutorials[13]. Using the Unity asset store[20], a collection of resources, package containing
motion capture based key frame animations in the Unity mecanim[13] system, the key frame
approach was quickly implemented.

3.2.2

Extracting Key Frame Data For The Hybrid Approach

The base of the hybrid approach is key frames. Unity does not support extracting of key frame
data from their animation clips. In order to extract this information either a reader of the original
animation file .fbx has to be implemented or the animation clip has to be played on the character,
paused at the desired frame and all the bone animation data saved. The authors had trouble
reading the .fbx format and chose to use the second approach. To ensure that the animation clip
was stopped at the correct frame, a new animation clip was extracted from the original animation
clip containing only one key frame which effectively made it a pose. At any time during the
animation the bones would be oriented according to the key frame. The bone hierarchy was saved
by iterating the characters bone tree from the hips and recording the orientation and position data.

3.2.3

Mirroring To Create Extra Key Frames

One of the key aspects of the hybrid animation is the low amount of key frames it requires. In
order to make a full gait cycle for a walking animation at least four key frames are needed: legs
extended with the left foot forward, legs extended with the right foot forward, legs crossing with
the left foot on the ground and legs crossing with the right foot on the ground. To reduce the
amount of key frames needed further it is possible to only use two key frames: legs extended
with the left foot forward and legs crossing with the left foot on the ground. This only produces
half of a gait cycle, but from these two key frames two additional key frames can be extracted
using mirroring. Unity has a feature to automatically mirror humanoid animation. There is no
documentation of how Unity implements this feature. However, generally it works by pairing
bones that have a counter part, e.g left upper leg and right upper leg. The transforms of these
pairs are swapped. Right upper leg’s transform is pasted on to the left upper leg and vice versa.
9

The resulting rotation can be mirrored by selecting a mirror axis and negating the other two axes.
If the X-axis is chosen as the mirror axis, the Y and Z axes should be negated[21], see figure 3.3
for clarification. However, the bind pose transform, the base transform, needs to be deducted
from the current frame’s transform. This is done to ensure that only the difference from the bind
pose is pasted onto the counter part’s base transform. If this step is skipped the whole model will
turn 180 degrees.
Figure 3.1: An isometric view of the model at an extension point in the gait cycle before
and after mirroring

Figure 3.2: The transform of the hips before and after mirroring

Figure 3.3: The transform of the right leg before mirroring and the transform of the left
leg after mirroring

10

The bones without counter parts such as the hips or neck only need to mirror their own rotation.
Use the leftmost image in figure 3.1 as a visual standpoint to observe this technique, note that
the right leg is extended behind the center of mass. Looking at the hips transform in figure 3.2
and the right upper leg transform in figure 3.3 gives all the information needed to mirror this
pose for the hip bone and the right upper leg bone. In this example the bind pose rotation for
all three bones; left upper leg, right upper leg and hip, are zero vectors. Thus deducting the
bind pose results in the same transforms. Pasting the right upper leg transform on to the left
upper leg transform as can be seen in rightmost picture in figure 3.3, pasting the right upper leg
transform on to the left upper leg transform and negating the Y and Z axes on all three bones,
hips, left leg and right leg, will result in a mirrored pose as can be seen in the rightmost image in
figure 3.1. Figure 3.3 and figure 3.2 are both represented by three dimensional vectors but the
same theory applies to quaternions, the better way to represent rotations, which is used in the
hybrid animation approach implementation. According to Ron Goldman quaternions have three
principle applications: to increase speed and reduce storage for calculations involving rotations,
to avoid distortions arising from numerical inaccuracies caused by floating point computations
with rotations, and to interpolate between two rotations for key frame animation[22].
The four key frames created are the bare minimum of a gait cycle. Animating the bones with
these four key frames and interpolating between the key frames will produce an animation clip of
the character walking. The most basic interpolation to use is the linear interpolation which Unity
provides and uses for their own animation toolkit.

3.2.4

Spherical Spline Quaternion Interpolation

When using four key frames to animate a clip with significant differences in rotation per key
frame the linear interpolation has poor visual quality. The animation looks choppy and stiff due
to big changes in directions at each key frame. As illustrated in figure 3.4 there are sharp edges
at each data point, representing a key frame in the animation clip, in the sphere. When the
Figure 3.4: A sphere illustration of the spherical linear interpolation spline (SLERP) and
it’s angular velocity graph. Picture made by Dam et al.[9]

interpolation reaches one of these points the direction of the motion is abruptly changed. To
avoid the sharp direction changes, a more sophisticated interpolation is needed. The key is to
create an interpolation curve with continuous differentiability, meaning that there is always a
derivative in any point of the interpolation curve[9]. To achieve this behavior the interpolation
algorithm must account for more than two data points at each spline segment. By taking the
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Figure 3.5: A sphere illustration of the spherical spline quaternion interpolation(SQUAD)
and it’s angular velocity graph. Picture made by Dam et al.[9]

next segment into account, the algorithm can lead in to the rotation of the next segment and by
taking the previous segment into account, the algorithm provides continuity from the previous
segment. There are many interpolation techniques that fill these criteria, e.g spherical spline
quaternion interpolation and bicubic interpolation. We decided to start by implementing spherical
spline quaternion interpolation through Shoemake’s[10] SQUAD, Spherical and QUADrangle,
interpolation because we perceived it as relatively simple and less computational heavy[8].
Following the instructions of Vegard Myklebust the SQUAD were implemented in code[23]. The
equation comes from Shoemake’s[10] work but equation 3.1 and equation 3.2 is defined by Dam
et al.[9] as we could not find Shoemake’s original work.

Squad(qi, qi+1, si, si+1, h) = Sler p(Sler p(qi, qi+1, h), Sler p(si, si+1, h), 2h(1 − h))
si = qi exp(−

log(qi−1 + 1) + log(qi−1 qii−1 )
4

(3.1)
(3.2)

• qi is the current quaternion that we are interpolating from.
• qi+1 is the next quaternion that we are interpolating towards.
• si is the previous quaternion that we have finished interpolating from.
• si+1 is the quaternion that is going to be used in the next segment to interpolate towards.
• h is the weighted average variable. Usually expressed as time.
As illustrated in figure 3.5, the same data points as figure 3.4 are interpolated and results in
a smoother sphere graph. The angular velocity graphs are very different, figure 3.4 shows
discontinuity in angular velocity while figure 3.5 shows continuous change in angular velocity.
The angular velocity of the SQUAD interpolation (figure 3.5) is low at each key frame, retarding
at the approach of a key frame and accelerating at departure of a key frame. This behavior is
reminiscent of a pendulum motion, having the most angular velocity at the point furthest away
from the turning points, where velocity is perpendicular to gravity and having the lowest angular
velocity at the turning points. Which in turn is reminiscent of a gait cycle, both walking and
running, where a humans arms and legs will mimic the motion of a pendulum.
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3.2.5

Underdamped Harmonic Spring

To animate a crouching motion, the interpolations used in gait motions were not adequate. The
difficult part to mimic of the human crouching motion while using interpolation, is at the end.
When a human has reached it’s desired crouching pose there is an oscillatory motion used to stop
the momentum of the crouching motion. The interpolation methods used in the gait cycles would
not achieve this oscillatory motion and only slow the descent as the crouching pose key frame
was approaching.
Figure 3.6: A graph representing the underdamped harmonic oscillator algorithm.

In order to oscillate around a key frame, extrapolation is required. Extrapolation is similar
to interpolation but extrapolation operates outside of the scope of the selected key frames.
Generating frames that overshoot the interpolation. As can be seen in figure 3.6 the graph
oscillates around value zero on the y axis. If the starting key frame is represented by the value
one on the y axis and targeted key frame is represented by the value zero on the y axis, with the x
axis representing time. The result will be a motion that overshoots the targeted pose, extrapolates
while returning to the targeted pose and repeat the overshoot into the interpolated section and
eventually converge at value zero as illustrated in figure 3.6. The functions used to generate this
graph are equation 3.3 and equation 3.4, which together calculate the next position(equation 3.3)
and velocity(equation 3.4) of the object being oscillated, i.e the interpolation of the key frames.


v0 + ωζ x0
−ωζt
x (t) = e
x0 cos (αt) +
sin (αt)
(3.3)
α

v (t) = −e

−ωζt







v0 + ωζ x0
v0 + ωζ x0
α cos (αt) + x0 α +
ωζ sin (αt)
x0 ωζ −
α
α

As proved by Ryan Juckett[24]. The different variables in the equations are:
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(3.4)

• ω is the angular frequency. Derived from the mass of the object attached to the spring and
the spring stiffness.
• ζ is the dampening factor that is resisting the angular frequency, the drag or friction of the
spring.
• x is the position of the object being oscillated. x0 is the position value of last frame
subtracted by the equilibrium, the target, position.
• y is the velocity of the object being oscillated. y0 is the velocity value of last frame.
• t is the time elapsed since the last frame.
p
• α is defined as ω 1 − ζ 2
The solution originates from Ryan Juckett[24] who used this equation to make a third person
camera system. The authors applied this equation to the crouching animation. The values fed in
to the equations had to be tweaked empirically to create a motion that had good visual quality
subjectively, as there are no objective analysis of a motion’s visual quality to the best of our
knowledge. The underdamped harmonic spring was fed a starting position(x) of value 1 and
an equilibrium position(x − x0 ) of value 0, damper factor(ζ) of 0.7, angular frequency(ω) of
value 10 and an added variable used to reduce the speed of the oscillation at a value of 0.7.
The speed reduction variable was multiplied to the time variable(t) used in equation 3.3. The
resulting position was then used in an unclamped Spherical Linear Interpolation (SLERP) as
the interpolating factor. The unclamped SLERP as opposed to clamped SLERP allows for
extrapolation.

3.2.6

The Four Animation Clips

There are four animation clips in the implementation: Walking, Running, Crouching and Idling
as displayed in figure 3.7. The key frame approach uses only one method of implementation
described in section 3.2.1, Key Frame Animation Approach. However the hybrid animation
approach uses different parts of the implementation for each of the different animation clips, with
some overlapping. All of the animations use extraction of key frame data which section 3.2.2,
Extracting Key Frame Data For The Hybrid Approach touches upon.
The walking animation uses mirroring to create extra key frames as section 3.2.3, Mirroring To
Create Extra Key Frames explains to create the two extra key frames needed to complete the gait
cycle. The animation also uses the SQUAD interpolation explained in section 3.2.4, Spherical
Spline Quaternion Interpolation.
The running animation uses the exact same approach as the walking animation.
The crouching animation does not use the mirroring technique as it only needs to use two
key frames. Neither does it use the SQUAD interpolation but instead uses the underdamped
harmonic spring equation explained in section 3.2.5, Underdamped Harmonic Spring to achieve
the oscillatory motion that mimics a life like crouching motion.
The idle animation uses only two key frames, meaning it does not use the mirroring technique. It
uses the SQUAD interpolation from section 3.2.4, Spherical Spline Quaternion Interpolation to
allow for a continuous angular velocity motion.
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Figure 3.7: The four animation clips. Walking, running, crouching and idling

3.2.7

Increasing The Amount of Key Frames

To increase the scalability of the implementation, support for increasing the amount of key frames
used for the hybrid animation was added. The reason for this addition was to examine if adding
more key frames to the hybrid approach would increase the visual quality of the animations.
A prerequisite to adding key frames was that the same key frames from the original animation
would still be used. Since using a completely different set of key frames might dirty the data
collection as different sets of key frames produce different animation clips. In order to align the
extra key frames with the existing hybrid approach implementation, the extra frames had to fit
between each of the existing key frames. Figure 3.8 illustrates that the fewest amount of key
frames that can be added, for gait cycles, is four. Since the walking and running animations are
cycles, the last key frame transitions to the first key frame, there has to be an even amount of
frames or the animation completely breaks as the existing key frames have a distinct time frame
between them. If, in figure 3.8, the first gray key frame were to be removed (counted from the
left to right), the first interpolation section would be between the first black key frame and the
second black key frame. Since this section is wider than the other sections, the difference in
rotation is larger which results in significantly higher angular acceleration and a high peak of
angular velocity leading to poor visual quality of the animation. There was no way to add the
same amount of key frames to the different animations. The walking cycle illustrated in figure
3.8 does not correspond to the crouching or idle key frame set up as those only use two key
frames in the hybrid implementation. Another key difference is that crouch and idle do not cycle,
instead they ping-pong; play the animation forward from key frame one to key frame two and
then reverse. Due to these differences, a single key frame addition to the existing two key frames
will represent the first increment of extra key frames for the crouch and idle animation. This
key frame represents the pose directly between the two existing hybrid key frames. Following
these restrictions, there are three different animations per hybrid animation clip. For example,
the walking and running animations contains clips consisting of four(two of which are mirrored)
key frames, eight(four of which are mirrored) key frames and 16(eight of which are mirrored).
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Figure 3.8: An illustration of how the extra key frames were implemented for the walking
and running animation.

While the crouching and idle animations contains clips consisting of two key frames, three key
frames and five key frames. These different increments will be referred to as zero, one and two
increment implementation of the hybrid approach.

3.3

Experiment

The authors designed an experiment to find out how visually appealing the hybrid approach was
compared to the traditional key frame approach. The experiment was designed to compare the
two approaches side by side. There were four different animations with two different sets of
key frame increments each that were to be evaluated. The experiment was designed to not be
partial to any approach in any way. To achieve this, the experiment had each comparison done
twice, once with the model of the hybrid approach on the left and the model of the key frame
approach on the right and vice versa. The participant did not know what technique was used
for what model. If a participant is partial to preferring the right side more, this will nullify the
effect. The animations also play the same kind of animation and are synchronized, when the right
model is playing the walking animation the left model is also playing the walking animation. It
is important that the animation is synchronized so they are more easily compared. We decided to
make the comparisons between traditional key frame animation and the hybrid animation, not
between the hybrid with zero increments versus hybrid with one increment. The authors wanted
to know how well the hybrid approach compared to the regular key frame approach, but also if
the hybrid approach with more key frames were perceived better than with less key frames. The
direct comparison between hybrid approaches’ increments were disregarded, as it would result in
too many comparisons which would tire the participants of the experiment. The experiment had
a total of 16 comparisons; four animations with two different sets of key frames resulting in eight
comparison. Which is doubled by swapping sides and comparing them again.
The experiment was also designed to make the order of comparisons completely random. By
randomizing the order of the comparisons, the risk of learning bias is reduced. The criterion of
how to rate the animations were completely individual. Some participants asked if they were to
rate it in terms of how realistic the animations were. The participants were told to rate the clip
according to what clip they found the most visually appealing, it did not matter if the participant
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preferred it because it was realistic or because it had a cartoon feeling. The participants had five
options to choose from:
• Left animation is significantly better than the right animation.
• Left animation is slightly better than the right animation.
• They look equal in visual quality.
• Right animation is slightly better than the left animation.
• Right animation is significantly better than the left animation.
This resulted in a rating being one of the following:
• Key frame animation is significantly better.
• Key frame animation is slightly better.
• The two animations are equal in visual quality.
• Hybrid animation is slightly better.
• Hybrid animation is significantly better.
The participants were also asked if they considered themselves tech-savvy and if they considered
themselves a gamer. With this in mind there could be a conclusion why the respective group
rated the animations as they did. The participants were invited through a group page on Facebook
which people studying the same education as the authors had access to. There was another setup
where technical artists studying their first year could participate in the experiment.
The second increment implementation was not used in the visual experiment since the authors
considered it to be very similar in terms of visual quality to the first increment. Another aspect
taken into consideration was that the experiment should not exhaust the participants by forcing a
great amount of comparisons.

3.4

Performance Test

The authors conducted a test in terms of performance. It was executed on a computer with
graphics card GeForce GTX 970, Intel(R) Core i5-4460 CPU with 3.20GHz and 16GB ram. It
was performed in Unity Game Engine[12], the same as the experiment and the implementation.
The test was set up in a controlled environment where each animation clip was secluded from the
rest of the implementation to minimize interference. The frames per second(FPS) counter in
Unity Game Engine was not working like the experiment required it to. In order to measure the
FPS a new counter needed to be implemented. The FPS implementation was based on Dave
Hampsons FPS counter[25]. There were four different animations to be tested with different
kind of key frame increments and animation techniques. In total there will be four key frame
animations with no separate increment of key frames, three different hybrid animations with
three different key frame increment and one hybrid animation with two key frame increment
which makes of a total of 15 tests. One test will be done with the animation playing on up to 200
characters at the same time, the different character increments are 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and
200. The test will start off by doing one character with the specified animation, wait until the
FPS has settled and write down what the FPS counter is showing. Then restart the environment
and add enough characters to reach the next test scenario until every scenario has been tested up
to 200 animated characters.
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4

RESULTS

The results from the two different experiments will be represented and structured in a way that
relevant data and trends can be observed. The graphs were made in Google sheets[26].

4.1
4.1.1

Experiment Results
Introduction

There were 31 participants who performed the experiment. 24 out of these considered themselves
to be a gamer and tech-savvy, four participants saw themselves as not tech-savvy but a gamer, two
did not know if they were tech-savvy but considered themselves as a gamer and one participant
did not know if he or she were tech-savvy or a gamer. The participants are not divided into
groups in the result graphs, all of the 31 participants are shown in the experiment results. There
was one sizable group, tech-savvy and gamer, while the rest of the groups were too small to
observe any trends.

4.1.2

Ungrouped results
Figure 4.1: Results from the experiment with each animation separate with its
corresponding ratings. Using key frame increment zero.

In figure 4.1 some data obtained from the experiment is shown. It is divided into the different
animations with the ratings it received. These are the animations with no extra key frames
added, in other words the animations with the lowest amount of key frames needed for the hybrid
animation. In figure 4.1 it is shown that the participants heavily favored the key frame approach
in three out of the four types of animation. In the walking animation comparison, the key frame
approach was generally perceived as slightly better than the hybrid approach. To a lesser degree
the participants perceived the animations as equal in visual quality. The only comparison where
the hybrid approach was preferred was the running animation. Slightly better was the most voted
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option. In the crouching and idle animation comparison, the key frame approach was dominantly
favored. Showing many votes for both significantly better and slightly better.
Figure 4.2: Result from the experiment with each animation separate with its
corresponding ratings, with added key frames in the hybrid animations. Walking and
running had their key frames increased from two to four. Crouching and idle had one
added key frame to a total of three.

In figure 4.2 the result of the experiment with added key frames to the animation is shown. The
walking animation comparison was considered to be in favor of the key frame animation approach.
Key frame animation is slightly better was the most popular option with animations are equal in
visual quality as a close second most popular option. The running animation comparison was
considered to be favored for the hybrid animation approach. With votes indicating slightly better
quality. The crouching animation comparison was favored by the key frame animation, both
slightly and significantly better were the most popular options. The idle animation comparison
was a landslide for the key frame animation approach with significantly better as the most popular
vote by a large margin.
When comparing the results from figure 4.1 and figure 4.2 for walking, some of the votes from
key frame is slightly better has shifted to two animations are equal in visual quality and some
has shifted to key frame is significantly better. It seems that the increased key frames made the
two animations more equal in visual quality compared to the hybrid with minimum key frames
needed. Running animation seem to have not shifted much at all, it has shifted more towards the
two ends of the spectrum where each animation is considered significantly better. Comparing
the crouching animation with and without added key frames the votes have shifted from the key
frame being significantly better to key frame being slightly better and hybrid animation being
slightly better. The major difference is the hugely favored vote in idle, which is that key frame
animation is significantly better.
Looking at the two graphs the overall difference is not easily perceived.
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4.1.3

Results grouped by positive and negative votes
Figure 4.3: Ratings from figure 4.1 put into positive and negative bar graphs. The rating
is considered negative if it favors the key frame animation significantly better option and is
considered positive if it favors the options: key frame animation slightly better, the two
animations are equal in visual quality, hybrid animation slightly better and hybrid
animation significantly better.

In figure 4.3 the data from figure 4.1 is grouped together by positive and negative results from
the hybrid animation approach’s perspective. If the animation comparison got rated in favor
of the key frame animation and was significantly better the result on the bar graph is negative.
If the animation comparison was rated in favor of key frame animation but only slightly, it is
considered a positive result. The rest of the ratings which are if the two animations looked equal
in visual quality, hybrid animation slightly favored and hybrid animation significantly favored are
also grouped as positive results. To illustrate the data in this way it is easier to understand what
to the results mean in the scope of the study. The results are interpreted this way because the
authors think that if the key frame approach is only slightly preferred, the hybrid approach has
sufficient visual quality and could be the preferred animation approach given its other positive
aspects. The positive result could be seen as decent to superb, since it varies from favoring the
key frame animation slightly to significantly preferring the hybrid technique. The graph clearly
shows that walking and running hybrid animations had sufficient visual quality if it is assumed
that the original key frame animation had high visual quality.
In figure 4.4 it is similar to figure 4.3’s explanation with the positive and negative result but
using the ratings from figure 4.2 which had extra key frames. It is easier to deduce which key
frame increment of the hybrid technique is considered the better of the two when looking at the
figures 4.3 and 4.4. It clearly shows according to the assumptions made if the vote is positive or
negative that the animations without extra key frames are favored except for one case, which is
the crouching animation. The difference between walking and running is not so grand but there
is still a difference. Looking at crouching animation comparison, it is a huge increase in terms of
positive votes. The idle animation suffers from adding extra key frames.
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Figure 4.4: Ratings from figure 4.2 put into positive and negative bar graphs. The rating
is considered negative if it favors the key frame animation significantly better option and is
considered positive if it favors the options: key frame animation slightly better, the two
animations are equal in visual quality, hybrid animation slightly better and hybrid
animation significantly better. The hybrid animations had added key frames. Walking and
running had their key frames increased from two to four. Crouching and idle had one
added key frame to a total of three.

4.2
4.2.1

Performance Test Results
Introduction

The results of the performance test have been collected into graphs to make them more
comprehensible. The focus will be to see the difference in performance measured in Frames Per
Second (FPS) for each animation in different scenarios explained in the 3.4 section. Different
combinations of increments, animations and techniques were tested.

4.2.2

Results

In figure 4.5 the graph shows a clear gap between the two techniques, making key frame animation
almost double the hybrid animations performance in FPS.
As seen in figure 4.6 there are no major differences between the different key frame increments.
The performance is not compromised by adding additional key frames to the hybrid animation.
In figure 4.7 there is a difference in performance between the animations. The crouching
animation shows superiority in terms of performance compared to the other hybrid animations.
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Figure 4.5: The average of all key frame animations and the average of all hybrid
animations with all of the different key frame increments in terms of performance
presented as two separate lines.

Figure 4.6: In this graph the average FPS of all the hybrid animation clips: walking,
running, crouching and idling, are shown for key frame increment zero, one and two.
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Figure 4.7: This graph shows each type of hybrid animation: walking, running, crouching
and idling. With all of their respective increments as an average.
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5
5.1

DISCUSSION
Visual Quality Results

The results of the experiment were overall expected. As the original key frame animation
approach is based on motion capture data, the motions will be life like and have high visual
quality. Another aspect that favors the key frame approach is the amount of small details that
can be displayed, for example the idle animation contains some small swinging of the arms and
shifting of balance which further improves the life like factor of the animation. This information
is lost in the hybrid animation approach as there are not enough key frames to describe this
behavior. Further work on the hybrid approach might reveal ways to convey these details but it
did not fit the scope of this work. However, the purpose of this work was not to prove that the
hybrid animation approach provides better visual quality than the traditional key frame animation
approach, but to prove that the visual quality and performance of the hybrid animation approach
is not significantly worse than that of the key frame animation approach. Since there are other
benefits, such as recyclability of work and artist work relief, to using the hybrid approach over
the key frame approach, it is important to understand in what areas and to what severity it is
lacking while also highlighting the areas that it is performing the best. Therefore the results are
presented in two different ways: grouping the outcomes by negative and positive outcome and
showing the raw data.

5.2

The Walking Animation Clip Comparison

The comparison of the walking animation clip was one of the most successful results in favor of
the hybrid approach in the experiment. Showing a great result in the graph displaying negative
and positive outcomes.
The key frame approach walking animation is of remarkable visual quality. It uses 30 key
frames for the gait cycle and one second to complete, leaving few in between frames that need
interpolation. Combined with the origin of the key frame data, motion capture, the resulting
animation closely resembles a human gait cycle.
Despite the hybrid approach implementation’s positive result, there are improvements that can
be made to the implementation. The SQUAD algorithm might not apply as well to gait cycles
compared to an algorithm that provides continuous angular acceleration. Since the SQUAD
algorithm slows down the angular velocity at each key frame, which is great behavior in the reach
pose where the legs are extended, the pass pose is also affected by this behavior which might
not be correct. To the best of our knowledge the angular velocity should only be slowed down
at the reach pose in the gait cycle. The issue is not clear in the increment zero implementation
of the walking cycle but is visible in the increment one implementation and exaggerated in the
increment two implementation. Which clearly indicates that our implementation of the SQUAD
does not apply well to many key frames. This could be a product of the increased amount of
key frames leading to more points to slow down for. In order to maintain the allocated time to
complete the animation cycle, the angular acceleration must increase. This leads to significant
differences in angular velocity during the animation clip which is what we believe is the reason
for walking animation increment one being rated lower than walking animation increment zero.
Furthermore, the hybrid implementation displays an excess of movement of the hips which
reduces the visual quality of the animation. This movement can be observed in the key frame
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animation approach as well but it is only prevalent when the animation plays the left hand side of
the gait. Whether this excess hip rotation is a product of a limp of the motion captured human or
an error in the motion capture software is unsure. The hybrid animation is based on two key
frames extracted from the key frame animation approach. The two key frames were extracted
from the left hand side of the gait, resulting in excess hip motion. As the two key frames are
mirrored so is the excess hip motion. The excess hip motion is then played throughout the full
gait cycle which looks unnatural and decreases the visual quality of the animation. This was an
oversight and was not noted until after the experiments were finished.

5.3

The Running Animation Clip Comparison

The running animation comparison was heavily favored for the hybrid animation approach and it
was the only animation comparison were the hybrid animation approach emerged as the most
preferable. While we are satisfied with the running animation it suffers from the same problem
as the walking animation in the SQUAD’s possible downside to cyclic animations. However, the
hybrid running animation with one increment did score higher on both options of significantly
better. Meaning that the animation with one increment was more controversial than the animation
with zero increments. The differences in results are small but it is interesting to note. When
observing the animation, besides the problem described earlier, the motion could be interpreted
as energetic and life like which could be the reason it got a higher score as the significantly better
animation.
We believe that the reason why the hybrid approach was preferred over the key frame animation
is the original clip’s visual quality being poor. The key frame animation approach data of this
clip was extracted from the transition from walking to running which made the resulting run
cycle look like a limp. The reason that the hybrid animation approach implementation does not
suffer from this is because the second half of the running clip was used. As the second half of
the clip has better visual quality it is transferred to the hybrid approach. This could be viewed as
a strength of the hybrid approach, being able to extract good data while leaving corrupted data or
as an unfair comparison as the key frame animation approach was not given proper data to build
upon. This issue was noted after the experiment was done.

5.4

The Crouching Animation Clip Comparison

The comparison of the crouching animation clips revealed the key frame approach to be immensely
favored. The reason for the result is most likely due to the way the character moves in the y
axis. It is clearly visible, especially when viewed from the front, that the hybrid models feet are
lowered and would penetrate through the floor if there was any. Even if there is no floor in the
experiment presentation, both the answer text and the other character are visual references that
reveals the poor foot placement. This error originates in the correlation of bone orientation and
root, the hips, position of the model. The angular velocity of the knee’s bone rotation does not
reflect the velocity of the positional change of the hips. Thus an extra algorithm would have to be
created to maintain the feet on the ground. This kind of problem is usually solved in video game
development by inverse kinematics (IK) but due to time constraint was not implemented. The
reason why the key frame animation approach does not penetrate the floor is that the resolution
of key frames is high. The animation clip uses 58 frames which gives more increments for the
positional update and higher accuracy to where the hips should be placed at any given moment.
Another issue with the crouching animation is the foot placement of the original key frame
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animation. The feet are not placed in the same spot while standing as while crouching. When
observing the key frame approach the character takes a step back, balances its weight over the
new center of mass and starts to crouch. This information can not be applied to the hybrid
animation approach using only two key frames. IK would solve the floor penetration problem
but the foot that is to be placed behind the center of mass would drag along the floor during the
full animation instead of the motion that the key frame animation performs. To the best of our
knowledge this kind of problem is unsolvable using only two key frames as there is too much
information lost in the key frame reduction.

5.5

The Idle Animation Clip Comparison

The idle animation clip using the hybrid animation approach has received the worst out of all the
animation clip comparisons. The reason is most likely based on two issues with the animation.
It struggles with feet placement which leads to foot sliding[27, 28] and it suffers from lack of
detail, both of these problems are products of the reduced key frames. These problems also arose
in the crouching animation. Instead of penetrating the floor as the crouch struggled with the feet
now slide unnaturally on the floor and the lack of detail prohibits the character from swaying its
arms and tapping its foot. Both the feet sliding and low detail motion problems are results of the
low amount of key frames discussed in section 5.4, The Crouching Animation Clip Comparison.
Besides the errors of the idle animation we are satisfied with the general motion generated by the
SQUAD interpolation. It produces a smooth curve that is well applied to this ping-pong type of
animation where the animation starts at one key frame and interpolates to a second key frame and
then repeat the motion in reverse. We believe that solving the sliding problem would increase the
quality of this animation substantially.
An important note from the result is that the animation using one extra increment of key frames had
a worse score than the animation using zero extra increments. The one increment implementation
suffers more from the feet sliding than the zero increment implementation does. Since more
positional data is stored, but not enough to achieve a high key frame resolution which would
lead to similarly high visual quality of the key frame approach’s animation, the one increment
implementation produces even more sliding by having more positional data stored as the original
animation sways it’s hips during the middle part of the animation. This data is lost in the zero
increment animation but is stored in the one increment animation which in this case leads to a
lower visual quality for the implementation that contains more key frame information.

5.6

Grouping Experiment Participants

The grouping of participants was initially thought to be an interesting data point that could be
analyzed to either sort out outliers or be used to find patterns in the participants judgment of visual
quality. It turned out that almost every participant, 24 out of 31, considered themselves both
tech-savvy and a gamer, leaving little room for analysis. Among the remaining seven participants,
three of them did not know if they were tech-savvy, leaving only four participants to analyze
in that category. Only one participant did not consider themselves a gamer and that participant
marked both questions as "don’t know" making the category redundant. While group analysis is
not valid with such low spread among the groups, the questions strengthen the legitimacy of the
answers as gamers and tech-savvy people could be seen as more qualified to judge animations
than their counterparts.
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5.7

Experiment Design

Ensuring that the experiment’s integrity is intact in all instances is a vital part to any study.
Eliminating possible bias and giving every animation a fair basis of judgment has been the
foundation of any decision making during development of the implementation and experiment.
In section 3.3, Experiment, the steps taken to secure the integrity of the experiment are presented.
The most notable design decision being:
• Swapping the position of the animations.
• Playing each animation twice, once on each position.
• Synchronizing the animations.
• Randomizing the order of appearance of animation clip comparisons.
Swapping the position of the animation and playing each animation on both positions removes
the possibility of positional bias. It is possible that the participants have biases to the left or the
right character. By showing the same animation on both sides this bias should be canceled. This
can also help reduce inaccurate results due to early exposure. As the participants view their first
comparisons they might not know what to look for in the animation to judge the visual quality. By
judging more comparisons the participant becomes more experienced and the rest of the results
are more accurate to their preferences. If the first shown comparison is inaccurately judged the
participant will have a second comparison where the correct result is recorded, minimizing the
inaccuracy caused by ordering.
To provide easier comparisons for the participants, the animations were synchronized. Since the
visual quality is difficult to evaluate as tiny details in secluded sections of the animation can sway
the decision, it is important to present the secluded sections synchronized.
The randomization of the order of appearance is vital to eliminate bias and pattern recognition
which can skew the experiment’s result. If one comparison was always presented first, the issue
of inexperience leading to inaccurate results would render that comparison useless. Furthermore,
if the order of the clips were predetermined the participants might pick up on patterns alluding to
which character performs what animation approach. For example, if the order of the animation
comparisons were hybrid idle zero increment on the left side, hybrid idle zero increment on the
right side, hybrid idle one increment on the left side, hybrid idle one increment on the right side.
The participants might pick up on this pattern, recognize that the animation with poor visual
quality is the hybrid animation and apply this pattern to the rest of the clips. Allowing for a bias
in comparisons where the hybrid animation approach had better visual quality.
Another design decision that was important in the development of the experiment was the way
that the participants judge the clips. We chose to use a Likert scale with five possible answers,
this enabled the collection of data where the participants found the animations equal in visual
quality and slightly better in visual quality. To be able to discuss the possibility of replacing key
frame animation approach with hybrid animation approach it is important to be able to quantify
the positive and negative visual aspects of the hybrid approach. If hybrid approach is slightly
worse than key frame animation approach in visual aspect, the positive factors of reusable work
and artist work relief could exceed the negatives. Therefore, binary results would not suffice in
this comparison experiment.
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5.8

Performance Results

The performance results were shocking. It was anticipated that the performance of the hybrid
animation approach would be worse, but to half the FPS of the key frame animation approach
for most test scenarios was outrageous. The results point towards the SQUAD being a very
costly algorithm which is odd as the general consensus of articles seems to be that SQUAD is
one of the fastest interpolation techniques given its properties[8, 29]. It is possible that Unity
optimizes its animation system to not run on every frame which would boost the FPS count
significantly compared to the hybrid approach which interpolates every bone at every frame.
Further optimization techniques such as reducing the amount of updates for bones that are not
as prevalent (e.g the bones in the fingers) and maintaining a higher threshold for the minimum
differences in rotation between key frames that is allowed to pass to the SQUAD interpolation,
could increase the hybrid animations performance. More work should be allocated to increase
the performance of the hybrid animation approach as it is probably not done justice in the test of
this study.

5.9

Sustainable Development and Ethical Social Aspects

During this work there were no relevant sustainable development aspects encountered. To
ensure that the experiment was ethically conducted an application was sent to the Southeastern
Ethical Committee (Etikkommitéen Sydost), which was approved. The comments from the ethics
committee where:
• The potential participants should be given written and if possible oral information about
the study. The information letters attached to the application seem to target those who have
agreed to participate which is good information. It is, however, important that potential
participants gets detailed information about the study and we would like to advise to give
more information then you suggest in the application (number 14). Potential participants
should be informed about how the data will be handled, how the data will be presented in
order to protect confidentiality and what type of publication the data will be part in. The
voluntariness of study participating and the right to withdraw from the study at any time
and without explanation should be clearly stated. Contact information to the supervisor
and the students should also be given.
• Consider clarifying to the participants that have agreed to take part in the experiment, that
it is considered a consent to participate in the study if they answer the questions(or you
could collect written informed consent).
• The information given about the questions belonging to the animations is scarce. We
assume that the questions involve aspects of what animations the participants prefer or
which animation looks more real or similar? If the questions are intended to capture
something more sensitive, there might be research ethical risks that needs to be considered.
• We understand that there are no methodological risks when it comes to include friends in
the study. However, asking friends to participate could be an ethical risk since they might
find it difficult to deny participation. Thus, the voluntariness of participation could be
jeopardised. If it is possible, it would be better to recruit participants that you do not have
any relationships with.
• It could be wise to get permission to recruit study participants and conduct the study at the
department, by the head of the department.
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The first bullet point was taken into account and the letter of invitation was adjusted to include
the information listed in the comment.
The second bullet point was satisfied by oral information given before the experiment was carried
out.
The third bullet point was disregarded as the questions were ambiguous to allow the participants
to interpret what aspects of an animation are important when deciding its visual quality. Therefore
we decided to not add clarification such as which animation looks more real or similar.
The fourth bullet point was taken into account and we informed our friends that the experiment
was voluntary and ensured them that they should not feel pressure to participate.
We took the advice regarding conducting the experiment at the department and contacted Martin
Lanner, the university adjunct that is in charge of the Technical Artist program at BTH.
The full response of the ethical committee can be found in the appendix.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The comparison presented in this thesis proves that the visual quality of the hybrid approach
is slightly worse than the traditional key frame animation approach and the performance of the
hybrid animation approach is significantly worse. By quantifying the drawbacks while stating the
positive aspects of the hybrid approach this thesis can be used as a ground for choosing between
animation approaches. Further work on the hybrid animation approach and with proper basis
of implementation, by adjusting the key frames used by the hybrid approach, would improve
the hybrid animations visual quality and performance, possibly making the gap in visual quality
and performance insignificant. The thesis also provides insight to what kinds of animations that
the hybrid animation approach lends itself best towards, low detailed locomotion such as gait
cycles and crouching. Although, the crouching animation did not receive convincing results, the
authors believe that further work and especially implementation of inverse kinematics would
increase the visual quality tremendously.
In conclusion the hybrid approach is a trade off between different aspects of development. The
following positive and negative aspects should be considered when choosing animation technique:
• Positive aspects
Shift the workload from graphical to programming.
Features added to the animation are easily reusable by other animations.
Less memory usage for each animation.
Scalable when adding nuances to previous animations e.g providing walk animations
for slightly different gaits.
• Negative aspects
Not the standard animation approach, which means game engine support is limited.
The performance is worse than key frame animation.
The visual quality is slightly worse than key frame animation approach.
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7
7.1

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Inverse Kinematics

The most relevant feature that is missing in the current implementation of the hybrid animation
approach is IK. A great issue with both the crouching and idle animation is foot sliding. A problem
commonly solved by using IK. Tolani et al.[30] proposes an IK system for anthropomorphic arms
and legs that is faster than the conventional solutions which seems to apply well to this study.

7.2

Optimization of the Hybrid Approach

Further work should be allocated towards improving the performance of the hybrid animation
approach. Specifically the SQUAD algorithm needs to be optimized. Possible optimizations
that might speed up the algorithm are better culling techniques for irrelevant rotations such as
rotations that are too small to notice and not interpolating certain bones at every frame e.g bones
in the fingers might not have to update every frame.

7.3

Exploring Interpolation Techniques Applied to Key Frame Interpolation

The implemented SQUAD algorithm might not be the best interpolation algorithm for the hybrid
animation approach. Interpolation techniques with continuous angular acceleration would be
interesting to implement and to study the impact it has on the visual quality.

7.4

Study the Memory Usage of Both Approaches

The hybrid approach uses fewer key frames than the key frame approach. Which naturally leads to
less storage space being used per animation. The impact and to what scale the storage reduction
is acquired would be interesting to study. We are unsure of how much data the .fbx file stores that
is occupied by key frame information. At best the hybrid approach walking animation .fbx file
would be 15 times smaller than the key frame animation .fbx file. As the hybrid animation .fbx
file only contains two key frames while the key frame animation .fbx file contains 30 key frames.

7.5

Implement the Study Without Unity

While Unity has been a colossal help and time saver, it has added complexity when reading
performance stats and probably forced suboptimal solutions due to constraints of the engine. To
make a completely fair comparison between the two animation approaches, both approaches
should be implemented from scratch to minimize interference of secondary aspects of the
platform. For example we do not know how much the Unity mecanim tool optimizes the key
frame animation.
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Charge of the project
Lucas Holmqvist
Eric Ahlström
Civilingenjör spel-programvaruteknik
Blekinge Tekniska Högskola

Supervisor
Prashant Goswami
Department of Creative
Technologies

Advisory opinion about the project ”Comparing traditional key frame animation
approach and hybrid animation approach of human characters” (dnr. EPK 4172017)
The Ethical Advisory Board in South East Sweden have read the planned study at
Blekinge Tekniska Högskola and found no ethical dilemmas in its implementation.
The following should be considered:


The potential participants should be given written and if possible oral information
about the study. The information letters attached to the application seem to target
those who have agreed to participate which is good information. It is, however,
important that potential participants gets detailed information about the study and
we would like to advise to give more information then you suggest in the application
(number 14). Potential participants should be informed about how the data will be
handled, how the data will be presented in order to protect confidentiality, and what
type of publication the data will be part in. The voluntariness of study participating
and the right to withdraw from the study at any time and without explanation should
be clearly stated. Contact information to the supervisor and the students should also
be given.



Consider clarifying to the participants that have agreed to take part in the experiment,
that it is considered a consent to participate in the study if they answer the questions
(or you could collect written informed consent).



The information given about the questions belonging to the animations is scarce. We
assume that the questions involve aspects of what animations the participants prefer
or which animation looks more real or similar? If the questions are intended to
capture something more sensitive, there might be research ethical risks that needs to
be considered.



We understand that there are no methodological risks when it comes to include
friends in the study. However, asking friends to participate could be an ethical risk

since they might find it difficult to deny participation. Thus, the voluntariness of
participation could be jeopardised. If it is possible, it would be better to recruit
participants that you do not have any relationships with.


It could be wise to get permission to recruit study participants and conduct the study
at the department, by the head of the department.

Good luck with the study.
Kalmar 2017-04-10
Pauline Johansson
Chairman, Ethical Advisory Board in South East Sweden

B

LETTER OF INVITATION

The letter was only sent out in swedish as the facebook group it was sent to is predominantly
swedish.
Hej! Jag och Lucas/Eric har förberett ett experiment för att utvärdera skillnader i visuell kvalité
mellan två olika animationstekniker för mänskliga karaktärer. Vi bjuder in dig till att delta i vårt
experiment där du kommer att sättas vid en dator och jämföra animationer sida vid sida. För
varje jämförelse kommer du att få betygsätta den visuella kvalitén av animationsklippen. Datan
kommer att presenteras anonymt i vårt examensarbete. Experimentet kommer att ta cirka 10-15
minuter men du kan alltid avbryta experimentet i förtid. Vi kommer att befinna oss i BOSS
programrum/G427(Går in via G423, högsta våningen i G-huset) på Torsdag den 20nde April
mellan 9:00-17:00 och det kommer att bjudas på kakor.
Maila oss vid frågor:
lucas.holmqvist@gmail.com
yooric90@hotmail.com
Vår handledare:
prashant.goswami@bth.se
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C

INFORMATION LEAFLET

This was the information leaflet shown to the participants before doing the experiment.
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Jämförelse av animationer
Hej och välkommen! Tack för att du tar din tid och deltar i detta experiment.
Du kommer att få sitta vid en datorskärm och du kommer att interagera med hjälp av en
datormus. Det kommer att visas två identiska karaktärer som utför separata animationer på
skärmen. Din uppgift är att jämföra deras visuella kvalité(vilken karaktärsanimation som du
tycker ser bäst ut).
Det kommer att visas 16 st jämförelser och experimentet kommer ta cirka tio minuter. Vill du
avbryta experimentet innan det är över så behöver du enbart säga till Eric eller Lucas.
Det finns fem alternativ när du betygsätter en animation. Markera valet som du anser vara
mest lämpligt och tryck Submit vote. När detta är gjort kommer nästa par av animationer att
visas. Din betygsättning kommer att sparas ner och användas i vår rapport för
examensarbetet.
Tack igen för att du deltar i vårt experiment.

Maila oss vid frågor:
lucas.holmqvist@gmail.com
yooric90@hotmail.com
Vår handledare:
prashant.goswami@bth.se
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